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The Smithsonian’s “Masonic” Mizrah.
A Mystery Laid to Rest
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A cartouche on the 1856 mizrah. reveals that “A. Pike” was actually Abraham Pike (c. 1843–1897).
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Abraham Pike’s two surviving mizrah.im, to scale. Left, the Sotheby’s (1856), right, the Smithsonian’s (1862).

Jewish Freemason named ‘A. Pike’ based in Virginia
3

worked as a clerk, pawnbroker, and auctioneer
before passing away in Baltimore, MD in 1897.4
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ultimately a Jewish symbol, religious prohibitions
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cautiously confident, yet optimistic, Jewish community in America.” Any possibility that the eye

Notes

is simply used as a secular, “heraldic” reference

1

to the United States rather than for its religious
symbolism is erased when we examine the large
Hebrew lettering surrounding it. The text is from

2

Psalms 33:18: עין ה׳ אל יראיו, “The Eye of the Lord is
upon them that fear him.” Thus, on both mizrah.im
the All-Seeing Eye is indeed a graphical depiction
of the omniscient God of the Hebrew Bible.
The use of the All-Seeing Eye in Abraham

3
4
5

Pike’s designs could indicate a rare Jewish deviation from the aniconic tradition. Or, since Masonic
mizrah.im existed from at least 1850, it is possible
that, although Abraham Pike was not a Freemason himself at the time these works were created,
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